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Enable faster, smarter insights 
to keep pace with the growing 
complexities of healthcare data 

Traditional analytics requires significant effort from analysts to build 
reports and domain experts to extract insights. This process is time 
consuming, costly and prone to error. MedeElevate is seamlessly woven 
into our solutions to deliver augmented analytics capabilities, enriching 
insights and making the complex simple.

By utilizing advanced data science technologies such as machine learning 
and artificial intelligence, MedeElevate can assist in data preparation, 
insight generation and insight explanation. Delve quickly into the why 
behind the results and take the next best action to generate clinical, 
operational and financial improvements. 

• Examine historical data and 
predict future trends

• Automate routine processes or 
workflows

• Automatically annotate descriptive 
narratives that describe the most 
important information in a chart 
or table

• Leverage rules engines to 
categorize and compare data, 
expediting identification of 
deviations

• Automatically trigger alerts to 
expose areas of investigation

• Categorize and label data with 
recommended next steps 

MedeElevate for Providers

Why you need MedeElevate

The amount and complexity of data 
has grown to a point where healthcare 
leaders need intelligent tools to sift 
through the data, identify patterns, and 
automatically highlight what’s important 
for analysts and decision makers. The 
augmented analytics capabilities 
MedeElevate makes available 
throughout our solutions helps users 
more easily find relevant data, ask the 
best questions, and quickly uncover 
insights in the context of their business 
without the need for deep, technical 
skills or expertise in working with data.

MedeElevate enables augmented analytics capabilities 
natively in MedeAnalytics solutions, so you can:

Predictive analytics provides insights on future trends

https://www.medeanalytics.com
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Learn more about MedeAnalytics Provider Solutions at 
www.MedeAnalytics.com

Use propensity to 
pay intelligence to 

work smarter 

Categorization 
models based on 

risk rules

Predictive models 
trend future 

results

Contextualize data 
with auto-generated 

narratives

Reduce time spent analyzing reports with smart narratives

Finding the most important details in charts can be tedious. MedeElevate’s 
smart narratives are built into charts to call out the important details, 
surface the most important insights, and highlight the key information 
you need to understand. Rather than spend time sifting through a multi-
category chart, use smart narratives to immediately extract important 
details and relevant contextual information.

Make intelligent decisions for the future with            
predictive analytics

As part of our Business Office Suite, MedeElevate capabilities allow for users 
to predict Cash Flow and Balance Trends. The advanced algorithms accurately 
automate cash flow trends — ultimately reducing time spent on reports. Our 
robust models leverage A/R portfolio characteristics, transaction history 
and payment behavior trends to help you increase the accuracy of cash flow 
predictions and make more intelligent business decisions.

System-wide support for numerous use cases

As a key element of our data fabric, MedeElevate makes augmented 
analytics accessible throughout the enterprise. With its capabilities, you 
can meet a variety of pressing needs, such as automated HCC classification, 
claims risk assessment, and guarantor propensity-to-pay predictions.

“Early adopters of 
augmented analytics 
have the potential to 
realize more strategic 
and differentiating 
business benefits 
from their analytics 
investments than 
those who wait until 
these technologies 
are widely adopted.”

- Gartner, October 2019

https://www.medeanalytics.com/provider-solutions/

